Your business is like no other — and so are your issues of safety and risk control.

That’s why we offer a wide array of solutions to help you minimize loss.

Benefits at a glance

- **Resourceful.** Comprehensive safety and health capabilities
- **Collaborative.** Understand unique nuances of your business
- **Accessible.** Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. ET, as well as by email

“**I needed some risk control information for a policyholder, and your consultants stepped up to the plate and got it for me immediately.**”

— Liberty Mutual Insurance policyholder

Our consulting center can answer your questions, provide advanced technical guidance, and help you prevent and control losses with a flexible array of solutions.

We start by assessing your safety-related problem to identify root causes, exploring the frequency, likelihood, and potential severity of risk. We provide practical tools and recommendations that you can implement quickly. We can also work with you to identify methods to monitor installed solutions and validate their effectiveness.

**Resourceful**

You will work with a team of qualified professionals. Our risk control consultants have degrees in safety, risk control, engineering, business management, and related fields. Many also have industry-specific experience. They work with you either over the phone or by email to identify risks in your operation and put innovative, practical safety solutions in place. Our experienced risk control consultants have access to tools and resources that can help you in a variety of ways:

- **Practical guidance** — Support your safety efforts with training webinars, model safety programs, and audit tools.
- **Problem solving** — Develop safety strategies in collaboration with you, using our vast array of technical resources and expertise.
- **Continuous support** — Help you develop solutions to support your business goals and objectives.
- **Best practices** — Build on proven risk management strategies and problem-solving success stories to help boost your safety efforts.

**Collaborative**

Because our consultants have access to Liberty Mutual’s unrivalled safety research and resources, they can answer just about any question that comes up. They can also reach out to technical professionals with greater in-depth knowledge about your specific industry and its unique safety challenges.

**Accessible**

When you contact us — by phone or email — you’ll appreciate the responsiveness of our risk control support team. Our consultants are available to answer your questions, provide safety resources, or review the impact of your risk control efforts on your bottom line. Get help implementing safety solutions that can make your workplace safer and more efficient, and better control your total cost of risk.